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Abstract 

 

Many problems which involve applications of extreme value theory show an essential 

multivariate nature and recent development of the theory in this field deal with the 

construction of multivariate extreme value distributions. Owing to the nature of the 

problem under examination, extreme values to be analyzed  jointly may have different 

limiting distributions, but it seems that explicit expressions of multivariate extreme 

value distributions with heterogeneous margins are not present in the literature. In this 

paper we consider  the problem of constructing multivariate extreme value 

distributions with univariate marginal extreme value distributions not belonging or, 

more generally, not all belonging, to the same type, and introduce a class of 

distributions of this kind. The  construction procedure proposed in the paper is based 

on the marginal transformation method.  We point out that the marginal  distributions, 

of any order, associated to a generic k-dimensional  distribution of this class,  are of 

the same form as the  k-dimensional distribution. Finally we provide an example of 

trivariate extreme value distribution with margins of three different types.  

Keywords: marginal transformation method, standard multivariate exponential 

distribution,  trivariate extreme value distribution   

 

1. Introduction 

Extreme value distributions arise from the needs of modeling extreme events and can 

be  obtained as limiting distributions of greatest (or least)  value among n independent 

random variables each having the same continuous distribution. The theory states that  

there are only three possible types of  limiting distributions (say type I,  type II and type 

III) and  recent developments in this field have been oriented to the construction and 

applications of multivariate extreme value distributions. See  for instance Tawn (1990, 

1994).  

Many problems that involve applications of extreme value theory, as observations of a 

number of different physical processes observed at one site, or consecutive 

observations during extreme events of one process, show a fundamental multivariate 

nature. A considerable activity of applications of multivariate extreme value 

methodology developed, in particular  after the mid eighties,  as consequence of 

advances in probabilistic  results  and new approaches to estimation of the dependence 

structure of multivariate extremes (see e.g. Smith (1994)). Applications of  this 

methodology which we  find in the recent literature include: extremal   behaviour of the 

rain fall regime within a specified area; modeling of periods of extremely cold 

temperatures; extreme sea levels in coastal engineering; directional modeling  of wind 

speeds;  structural design (many forms of structure fail owing to a combination of 

various processes at extreme levels). 

Extreme values to be analyzed jointly (for example  a set of maximum wind speeds 

across directions) may have different limiting distributions  among  three possible 

types, but it seems that explicit expressions of multivariate extreme value distributions 

with heterogeneous margins are not present in the literature.  
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Using the marginal transformation method, in this paper we propose a procedure of 

constructing multivariate extreme value distributions with univariate margins of type I, 

or type II, or type III  but, in  general,  not all of them of the same type. We introduce a 

class of distributions of this kind and provide an example of trivariate extreme value 

distribution with margins of three different types. 

  

2. A construction procedure  of multivariate extreme value distributions with 

heterogeneous margins  

Firstly we remember that if  ��� � � ��   are  independent random variables with 

common probability density function ���	 and cumulative distribution function 
���	, 
and  if ���	 � ������ � � ��	 denotes the maximum between  ��� � � �� , then the 
cumulative distribution function of ���	 is ����	��. For suitable normalising constants �� � �  and  ��, the extreme value theory states that  there are only three possible 

types of  limiting distributions of  ������	 � ��� , � � ∞�  if existing, with the 
following expressions: 

Type I.      ����	= ����� ! 
�


" ∞ # � # �∞�



 
Type II.   
�����	 � $��%������ &	�


� � ��
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������	 � $�"�	%�������	& �


� # ��


 
where $ � � is a shape parameter. A location parameter and a scale parameter can be 

introduced inside these standard forms of  extreme value distributions.  

Given  ' random variables   ��� � � �(, each one with a probability density function as 
one of the three types above and, in general, not all of the same type, we  consider the 

problem of constructing a joint  distribution of  ��� � � �(.  
Suppose that  ��� � � �)  are  p  random variables  each one with  probability density 

function of the type I,  �)*�� � � �)*+  are  q random variables  each one with  

probability  density  function  of  the  type II  with  shape  parameter  $�� and  �)*+*�� � � �(  are  s   random variables  each one with  probability density function of 

the  type  III  with  shape  parameter  $,,  being   � - . - ',  � - / - '   and    0 � ' " . " /.  
We note that all them random variables ��� � � �(   can be transformed to a random 

variable  1  with standard exponential distribution  ��2	 � ��3, y > 0, by considering, 
as it can be easily showed by standard calculation, the following transformations: 

i. 
14 � ��56,  for the random variables  �4,  7 � 8�� � .�
  having  a type I extreme 

value distribution; 

ii. 19 � �9�%: , for the random variables �9 , ; � . � 8� < < � . � /�
  having a type II 
distribution (with shape parameter $�); 
iii. 1= � �"�=	%>  for  the  random  variables  �=,  ? � . � / � 8�� � '�
  having  a 
type III distribution (with shape parameter $,). 
Let @ � �1�� � � 1(	A be a random vector with components 1B, C � 8�� � '�
 just defined 
as above.  Assume  that @  has some form of standard k-dimensional exponential 

distribution and denote with 
D@�2�� � � 2(	  the  corresponding  probability  density  
function. Consider the following  one-to-one  transformation from the space E*(   to  the  
k-dimensional  space  F G E(: 
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and, also, the new random vector Q � ���� � � �(	A  defined by this transformation.  

Denoting by:  
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the inverse transformation of (1),  from F to  E*( , then the probability density function 
of   Q � ���� � � �(	A   can be written as: 

�Q���� � � �(	 � RSRD@TL������	�� � L�����)��P

L,����)*���� � L,����)*+�,                                            
                                          P
LO����)*+*���� � LO����(	U,     ���� � � �(	A V F�         (2) 

where S is the Jacobian of the transformation,  and  

RSR � WXL������	X�� Y �Y XL�����)�X�) YP XL,����)*��X�)*� Y � 
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3.   Marginal distributions 

The univariate distributions of the marginal variables  ��� � � �(  of the vector X can be 

easily determined by standard calculation. Thus, for instance, for the probability density 

function of ��, from  (2)  we have 

�5:���	 � Z RSRD@TL������	�� � L(����(	U[ \�,�\�( � 
where  
[ G E(��   denotes  the  support  of  the  marginal  distribution  of            Q(�� � ��,� � � �(	A.  Since we can write:  
 


RSR � WXL������	X�� W Y WXL�����,	X�, Y �Y XL�����)�X�) P Y XL,����)*��X�)*� Y �Y XL,����)*+�X�)*+  

PY XLO����)*+*��X�)*+*� Y�Y XLO����(	X�( W
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with obvious meaning of notation, then 

      �5:���	 � RS�R ] RS(��R[ D@TL������	�� � L�����)��P
L,�� ��)*���� � L,����)*+�, 
                                                    PLO����)*+*���� � LO����(	U \�,�\�( <  
Considering the following change of variables for multiple integrals: 



24 � L�����4� � ���6 �


7 � ^�� � .� 
 29 � L,����9	 � �9�%: �


; � . � 8�� � . � /� 
 2= � LO����=	 � �"�=	%> �


? � . � / � 8�� � '� 

and  hence:  

�4 � L��24� � "MNL24 �


�9 � L,�29	 � 29�
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�= � LO�2=	 � "2=�%> � 

we have:  

_S′(��_ � WXL��2,	X2, Y �Y XL��2)�X2) Y XL,�2)*��X2)*� YP 






































P�Y XL,�2)*+�X2)*+ Y XLO�2)*+*��X2)*+*� Y �Y XLO�2(	X2( W� 

and then: 

�5`���	 � RS�RZ RS(��REab : Y _S′(��_D@ cT2�� L,����,	�� � L(����(	U \2,�\2( P< 
As  _S′(��_ =�RS(��R���  we obtain: 

�5:���	 � RS�RZ D@�L������	� 2,� � � 2(�Eab : \2,�\2( 
                                        � RS�RDd: :�5:	�L������	�. 
 

Thus the marginal distribution of ��  is defined by the transformation                       �� � L��2�	 � "MNL2� of the component 1� of the vector @ � �1�� � � 1(	A, and hence �� has a type I extreme value distribution. Analogously we obtain that the marginal 

distribution of each variable �,� � � �) is also a type I extreme value distribution, the 

marginal distribution of each variable  �)*�� � � �)*+  is a type II extreme value 

distribution and, finally, the marginal distribution of each variable �)*+*�� � � �(  is a 
type III extreme value distribution. Thus we can call  (2)  a multivariate extreme value 

distribution (with heterogeneous margins).  

It is clear that any possible different form of  standard multivariate exponential 

distribution generates a different form of  multivariate extreme value distribution so 

defining (2)  a class of  multivariate extreme value distributions.  

Besides, proceeding  in exactly the same way as above, it is easy showing that the 

marginal  distributions, of any  e -order, ^ - e # '�   associated to a generic                   
k-dimensional multivariate distribution of this class of multivariate distributions are of 

the same form as the  k-dimensional distribution. 
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4. An example of trivariate case  

Let  ��� �,� �O  be random variables with probability density functions,  ����	, �����	  
and  ������	,  respectively. We seek a  trivariate distribution of  Q � ���� �,� �O	A . 
Consider the random variables  1�� 1,� 1O defined by the following transformations: 

1� � ��5:,  1, � �,�%:,  1O � �"�O	%>, 
respectively, and  hence each one with  standard exponential distribution  ��2	 � ��3, 
y > 0. Let  @ � �1�� 1,� 1O	A  be the random vector with components 1B, C � 8�^�f, just 
above defined and assume that @ has the following  trivariate exponential probability  
density: 

               D@�2�� 2,� 2O	 � �� � 8	�� � ^	��, ghBi�O �jkl " ^m �h jklnop: ,                  (3) 

with support E*O .  Consider also the following  one-to-one  transformation from the 

space E*O   to  the space  F G EO:  
      �� � L��2�	 � "MNL2�,  �, � L,�2,	 � 2,�

:&: �   �O � LO�2O	 � "2O
:&>,         (4) 

so  that  the  transformed  random  variables 
�B � LB�1B	 , C � 8�^�f�  define  the  
random vector Q � ���� �,� �O	A.  Denoting by 2B � LB����B	, C � 8�^�f�  the inverse 
transformation  of  (4)  from  F  to  E*O , then the probability density function of  Q � ���� �,� �O	A  can be written as:    

                    �Q���� �,� �O	 � RSRD@�L������	� L,����,	� LO����O	�,                         
with  F � q���� �,� �O	 r
" ∞ # �� # �∞� �, � �� �O # �s and S  is the Jacobian of 
the transformation. Since: 

2� � L������	 � ���:,  2, � L,����,	 � �,�%:,   2O � LO����O	 � �"�O	%>, 
we find that 

RSR � WXL������	X���	 Y XL,����,	X��,	 Y XLO����O	X��O	 W � $�$,���:�,�%:���"�O	%>��� 
and then the joint density of  ��� �,� �O will be: 
    �Q���� �,� �O	 � $�$,�� � 8	�� � ^	��,���:�,�%:���"�O	%>�� 

    Y g�:l� !: � �:l�> &: � �:l���n	&> " ^mexpT����: � �,�%: � �"�O	%>� �t U.   (5) 
Obviously, if we choose for the vector  @ � �1�� 1,� 1O	A  a standard trivariate 
exponential distribution different from (3), we obtain a trivariate extreme value 

distribution different from  (5), once again with  heterogeneous margins. 

More in general we could consider k  random variables ��� � � �(  each one with a 
probability density function as whichever of the three types of  extreme value 

distributions. Considering, for example,  again a k-dimensional multivariate version of 

(3) (see Kotz et al. (2000)),  and following the same procedure as the trivariate case, 

we obtain a form of multivariate extreme value distribution with univariate margins 
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(in general heterogeneous) each one of form as whichever of  three  types of  extreme 

value distributions. 

 

5. Conclusions 

We proposed a construction procedure of multivariate extreme value distributions with 

heterogeneous margins and introduced a class of distributions of this type. The 

marginal distributions, of any order, associated to a generic distribution of this class 

are of the same form as that distribution. Further properties of the class of multivariate 

distributions introduced  are still to be studied. Also we gave an example of trivariate 

extreme value distribution with margins of three different types. 
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